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Session 2 – The Genius of Natural Law (30min.) & A Virtuous & Moral People (36 min.) - [Disc 1]       

Principle 1 - The only reliable basis for sound government and just human relations is Natural Law. 

Natural law is God's law. There are certain laws which govern the entire universe, and just as Thomas 

Jefferson said in the Declaration of Independence, there are laws which govern in the affairs of men 

which are "the laws of nature and of nature's God."  

Quiz –  

1. Define Natural law.  

 

2. Who was the Roman statesman who tried to teach about Natural Law? 

 

3. Give three characteristics of Natural Law. 

4. According to Cicero, what do God and man have in common? 

 

5. What two commandments did Cicero enumerate that identify with Christianity? 

 

6. What did Cicero say about bad laws? 

7. According to Cicero, all laws should be measured against ____________________. 

 

8. Give three examples of Natural Law in the U.S. Constitution. 

 

9. Write the first principle of liberty. 
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Principle 2 - A free people cannot survive under a republican constitution unless they remain virtuous 

and morally strong. "Only a virtuous people are capable of freedom. As nations become corrupt and 

vicious, they have more need of masters." - Benjamin Franklin  

Quiz -                            

1. What was the question on the minds of the Founders before the Declaration was written?  

 

2. Who wrote the book Common Sense? 

3. Submitting one’s personal wants for the good of the whole is called _______________    

_____________. 

 

4. Ben Franklin said good teachers of yours have a special __________from _______. 

5. The Founders said America’s future survival depends on her______________. 

6. Franklin said, “Only a ______________people are capable of ___________.” 

7. What was the real period of the revolution according to some historians? 

 

8. Write the 2nd principle. 


